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(Tr. .486)

i on
"As I recall the staff answered this question rather briefly thatl the
stat.eneht was made that '!AS11-740 was .irrelevant to :the present con
sideration and there was some small discussion of this.
•
I would like to ask that the staff look a-ain at Report .ASH-74-0,
at T.TD-14844, and to tell again whether these, two reports are. ir
relevant, .if they are, why; if..they are not, what. has Changed since
the time of these reports to make the situation-different from what
was -reported'r."

Answer
AS11-740,, tit-led "Theoretical Possibilities and Consequences
Th1e report
of Major Accidents in Large Nuclear Power Plants," published in March
the
1957, -is considered by the regulatory staff not to be relevant to
releases.
of
types
three
report
this
in
Specifically,
review.
present
of fission products were assumed in order to estimiate a range of.
public hazards which could result from such events and to delineate
the influence of important variables on the magnitude of these hazards.
The first case is one in which it is assumed that none of. the radio
of the containment is released
active material released to the interior
Since
direct radiation.
from
be
would
hazard
The
to the environs.
constructed
is
reactor
2
Point
Indian
the
of
the containinent ^vessel
of concrete the-shielding thus provided makes this hazard insignificant.
The second and third cases assume.that major fractions of the fission
products in the reactor core are released from the containment to the
require the rupture of the
environs.. For these cases to occur would -.
leak paths. in the containment
significant
primary system, and~presence of
mentioned, are guarded
failures
the
2,
Point
In the case of Indian
wall.
margins,, in-service
safety
design
against by engineered safety features,
of con
aspects
ins1)ection requirements, 'and the quality assurance
struction.
1he following 'Are.among the aspects in design of Indian Point Nuclear
Generating Unit No. 2 which were not considered ift-the determination
product releases discussed
of, the nature -and. extent of the fission
in ;.1ASII-740.
1.

The primary system is designed and fabricated (a) to high standards
set by special standards groups within the industry, (b) to include
the effects of radiation on the materials of construction, (c) to
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include requirements for periodic in-service inspection, and (d)
to. include the effects of seismic loading on the system.
2.

A core meltdoWn is prevented, by the inherent stability of the
reactor due to the requirement for a negative, power coefficient,
and the emergency core cooling system is designed to provide
multiple sources of cooling water to replace primary system water
lost from a. postulated severe primary system break.

3.

The containment structure, is designed with safety margins to accom
mnodate increases in pressure and temperature caused by release of
primary coolanht into the containiment atmosphere.
Piping and other
containment penetrations arc. provided with double isolation capa
All of these'containment features are also desigined for
bility.
lOading.
se isic

The report TID-14844, titled "Calculation. of Distance Factors for Power.
and Test Reactor Sites," published in March 1962, has been used as
guidance for the evaluation of all sites for water.cooled reactors
In addition to providing
since its publication.. It is relevant.
guidaice for the: interpretation of 10 CFR. Part 100, TID-14844 specifies
Values of fission product releases :and other fundamental and conse'rvative
assumptions which are used by the staff to calculate the consequences of
It should be noted that the source terms of
de-signbasis accidents.
TIDS4844 are used as conservative values for reactor site evaluation.
purposes Without re! ard tothe existence or nion-exfstence of a credible
mechanism which would produce.the correspondin; ;quailtity of fission.
Specifically, we do nqt
products in a form available for release.
contsider the mechanism of 'an extensive meltdown of the core credible.
Neverthelesn, for sit-e evaluation purposes, we do use values for re
leases wh ich might correspond to such a mechanisn
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.(Tr. 437)

Q uest ion

"In
connection with Dr. Briggs' question about 'iAS-740, the whole
problem, a very complex problem of risk versus benefit versus cost
in connection with these environmental matters has been brought
u1 in discussion earlier (See Transcript of December 1.7, 1970,
Roisan's.
opening statement at p. 307) in this
harin
.
It rnight
be interesting .to hear the staff
in particular
'addressing itself
to how it considers this probleni."
Ans-er
The fundamental risk-benefit decisions- with respect to industrial
development of nuclear -power have::been made. by Con,gress in the
Atomic Energy Act of 1.954, as amended.
Under the Act, power. reac
tors may be constructed and operated subject to licensing and
regulatory requirements to protect the health and safety of the.
public and the common defense and security.
The Cotunission's rules, reguletions, and guides include standards
and requirements which represent an accommodation of risks and
benefits in implementation of the responsibility
conferred on the
'Conmission by the Act.
An example is. the .General Design Criteria
for luclear
Power Plants (1( CFR Part 50, Ap,)pendix A).,
See e.g.
Criterion 17, , Electrical Power Systems,
..
In addition, the policies and. practices of the regulatory staff as

developed over the years in consultation with othc

expert bodies,

includiw;g the Advisory Connittee on Reactor Safeguards,. embody
additional risk-benefit decisions, which are implcmented in such
publications as the General Design Criteria, Appendix A of 10 CFR.
Part 50.
Finally, certain decisions which involve the assessment of cost
versus benefit or risk: are made on a case-to-case basis
An
examl)le ,buld be the requirement for installation of equipment
which is necessary for public health and safety, -viewed against
plant lifetime,. but:. need not be installed immediately, because the
delay incident to such installation
outweighs the small incremental
benefit w.hich would b& obtained by postponing plant operation until

the backup equipment is installed.
An example would be the reila-"
tory ,,taff's
decision in consultation 'with the ACES to require the
installation at a later time :of backup equipment to' prevent hydrogen

buildup

in

the containment

following a

loss-of-coolant

This backup system will be in addition to redundant
which will be available for initial operation.

accident.

flame recoinbiners
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(Tr. 491)
Quest ion
"'Speaking of research and developmnent, the Board is concerned concerning.
the reports issued by the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeuards over
a-period of time in reference to pressurized water reactors, aid I
wonder if a summary can be presented of what those concerns are as
having been, expressed by the Advisory Committee on I enctor Safe!,uards
over, say, the last ten years because the AC'IS, and I refer to them as
the Advisory Commlittee on Reactor Safeguards, con1cluded many of its
reports by saying if these matters are carried out the'n there is
reasonable assurance that the reactor. can be operated Without undue
risk to health and safety of the public."
An swe r•
The Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), upon completion.
of its review of each reactor, issues a report (letter) to the
Chairman of' the Atomic Energy Commission. The conclusion of a
favorable report typically is that there is reasonable% assurance that
the .reactor can be operated without undue risk to the health and
safety of the public, predicated on certain matters being carried out.
These matters are identified by the ACRS during the review as requiring
special attention.
These matters often are idenitiffed during prior.
revicws of similar. facilities. . Over the past few years(post-1967),
these matters related to pressurized water-,reactors have been:
a. Common mode failures in control and protection instrumentation.

b.

Consequences of failure to scram during anticipated transients.

C.

Post-loss-of-coolant accident hydrogen control.

d.

Instrumentation for in-service monitoring for excessive vibration
or loose parts in the primary system..

e.

Effects of local high temperature or pressure in the core during,
an accident and possible interaction of failure. in adjacent fuel
elements.

f.

Use of additives in the containment spray system.

g.

Effect of 'Loss-of-coolant accident pnvironment on long-term
.availabilityof. vital components.
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h.

Consequences of contamination of ECCS water by. structural materials
and coatings in a loss-of-coolant accident.

i.

Swelling of boron carbide control rods.

J.

Evaluation of the fuel handling accident.

k.

Protection against internally and externally generated missiles.

I.

Effect of spatial power distribution on xenon oscillation.

sm.

High power density core.

n.

7h ermtal shock of reactor vessel caused by emergency core cooling
system action.

o.

Capability of vessel cavity walls to withstand the mechanical
forces of a loss-of-coolant accident.

p.

Quality Assurance.

q

Loss of off- site power.

r.

The.c design and analysis
systems.-i

s.

The capacity of diesel-generator

t.

Instrumentatin for prompt detection of failed fuel.

u.

Requirements

v.

Separation of control

w.

Primary system leak detection..

of the function of

emerency core cooling

systems.

for in-service inspection.
and safety function in instrumentation systems.

instances, responsibility for the research-and development
In certain
work associated with these matters has been assumed by the applicant
In other instances, the applicant
or the nuclear steam system supplier.
and his suppliers are committed to follow work being performed by others.
Those matters in which, the AEC has •sponsored research and development
are discussed in'the response to thenext question.
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Each o f these items- is being or has been reviewed and resolved in the
context of our continuing safety review of nuclear power plants being
This work is being cohducted on a time scale that is con
licensed.
with the developing tcchnology in the given area, and thus the
sistcnt
.status of each varies from "cornpldtely resolved" to "continucd effort'
depending upon the complexity of the problem, the amount of infonnat.-ion
available on the problem, and how recently the problem was identified.
are complex and
Maiy of the problems identified in the ACRS letters
will take time to resolve in a responsible, complete, and thorough
Some of the
items, of.course, involve the acquisition Of
manner.
The
data which :can be best obtained throur;h operating experience,.
nature-of technology is such that there -will probably be .continuing
studies in some-:of these areas for many years to come and new studies
in areas not as. yet identified, in order to further our understanding
of the phenomena involved.
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(Tr.

491).

Question
"Aside from a sunary statement or in addition, let me say, to a sumnary
statement in that regard and updating of the excerimental test data
under those research and development projects, I wonder if we could
have a witness from the staff of the Atomic Energy Commission about
I think some, boards in-the past
the research and development work.
have had difficulty with sumn-ary statements maybe not being as complete
If a witness is present then I think
as they would like to have it.
any furth.er :inquiry the Board may have can be readily considered and
answered at that time.
That, has
there is a loss-of-fluid test.
For instance, as I recall it,
been going on for sometime, and maybe we can have some data about that
and the other R&D programs that ACRS has outlined...
Are they carried on with the same vigor and financial support, for
instance, that heretofore has been allocated to other projects and,
what has been discovered to date and what more is left to be done
and when will that work be done and what is the data that is expected
to be derived from further work in that regard?..
I think it is important that we have a witness from that work, a
witness that has a responsible position.
Ilaybe it Would be the director of the reactor dlevelopi 1e1t technology
himself to participate in this hearing; I think it woilId be very helpful
if

he would."

Answer
A report on the water reactor safety program plan was published in
February 1970.. Prepared by the :rTater Reactor Safety Program Office,
an independent staff administered by Idaho Nuclear Corporation, the
plan brings together all of the current safety-oriented research
for water reactors being funded by the AEC. Comments from industry
and the various: regulatory bodies were incorporated in the plan.
A copy of this report (WASH-1146)

is

provided herewith.
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(Tr. 495)

.Question
"On page 113 of the detailed statement on environmental considerations
by the staff.. ..
we find HEW's statement something to this effect:
The estimate of liquid radioactivity discharges and so forth, in our
judgment, is not adequately documented.
14hat do .they want in order to make the reviews9 Did the st-aff get
this to them? Is there anything further from !W'! other than that.
which is reflected in the staff detailed environmental statement
reflected on page 113?

In fact, is there any supplementary communication to any of the agencies
to which the Applicant's -statement

is

subinittcd"

Answer

The Department of llealth, Education, and Welfare was furnished a copy
of the Consolidated Edison Company,

sequenit amendments.

IndianPoint 2 FFDSAR with stub

In addition the Department was asked to comment
on the content of the applicant's environmental report:under.the
:.requi.remenhts of. NEPA. The Department's conmients were. receiVed by' the
Commission and sent to the applicant for comment. ,The HEW. comments
and the applicant's reply to these comnents are included in the
Detailed Statement on Environmental Consideration as. Appendices F and
K, resp.ectively.
rie Department made no request for additional infor
mtion,.it has not at this time indicated its intent to conduct.further.
review, and the AEC at tliis time has not had further. communication
with the Department-on this subject.
1 , questioned the documentation,
In its cormients, HE
of the estimates of.
liquid radioactive effluents presented by the applicant in the FFDSAR.
-The AEC recognizes that the estimates are based on design criteria.
As discussed- in the response to the:. following board question on page 9
(including the tables delineating releases.of radioactivity fromP.R
plants), actual operating experience is required to determine the
variance from the estimates.
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(Tr.

495)

Ques tion
page 113 of the Staff
"Then there is this further statement shown on
like this: Current
something
detailed environmental statement which says
experience
operating
P..:R, I take that as 'pressurized w4ater reactors,'
dis-.
gaseous
and
indicated that both the liquid radioactive discharge
not...
has
and the Applicant
charges will be considerable higher
to support th.e lower... (estimated)
(information)
(presented:) new design...
the current 1"I'tJ
Can the staff give us what figures reilect
discharges.
gaseous
and
liquid
the
operating experience and indicate that both
considered,
discharges will be higher, higher than what, the Applicant
of (e:si;,n
kind
wbat
and
reactors
other
in
or what has been designed
for it to supro;)rt or
infor'mation does IIE' believe will be necessary
lower discharges?"
givea conclusion respecting the estil.,ated
Answer
to liquid and gaseous
PW{R operating experience in 1969 with respect
-, II, and III.. The
Tables
discharges. are indicated in the enclosed
reports of licensees
periodic
the
from
obtained
information tabulated was
inspections by the AEC
and supplcmentcd by information gathered diurin-c
and 1968 have been
1967
for
Similar tables
Division of Compliance.
of Producing

-published in

"Selected. 1,aterials on Environmental EffectS

August 1969 (pages
Electric Power," Joint. Conmittee on Atomic Energy,
presented in
eff].u(-nts
liruid
of.
In rc.gard to the estimates
116-118).
it Is reconized that the numbers quoted are
thw InIdian PoInt 2 FSAR,
Dctrm.lnatiLon of the actual
design values .based on.design criteria.
numbers wiill of, course require operating experience.
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Released
Facility
DRESDEN1

(Ci)
*

Concentration
Limit I/

(10-7 uCi/mi))

.

IQ ID E

fM t~S

1 6

.CTS

Percent of

Released

Limit -2/

Percent of MPC 3/

9.5

1

22

SAN. ONOFRE

8

1

14

HMMBOLDT BAY*

1.5

1

8.7

<5

< 0.001

NINE MILE P01NT *

0.9

I

8.2

<1

< 0.001

BIG ROCK.

12

6

-'--

3500

< 0.001
0.2

22

5.6

-28

0.01

5

0.001

OYSTER CREEK *

0.48

1

4.1

SAXTON

0.01

1

2.5

37

1.5

1100

0.07

12

1.4

5200

0.24

1

0.4

<1

300

0.11

25

0.07

1200

INDIAN POINT
CONN.

YANKEE

I

28
12
.0.02

LA CROSSE *

8.5

YA KEE

0.019.

PEACH BOTTOM

0.001

*
**

Boiling 4later Reactors
Gas-cooled Reactor

1.

0. 002

0.008

40

< 0.001
0.003

0.14
0.031

TABLE II

D OA~OTS E:LuTS;1969
POIE R:CTOS

RLEA-SS OF" :RADIOACTIVITY Fpn ,

IL

NOBLE AD ACTIVATION GASES

Facility

Curies,
Permissible!/
Re leased

DRESDEN I

800,000

22,000,000

260

567,000

SAN O"O"RE
HbTBMOLDT BAY
NINE. ILE. POINT
BIG ROCK
OYSTER--CREEK

490,000

1,560,000

55

25,800,000

200,000

31,000.,000

7,000

9,450,000:
3,750

SAXTON
I.N D IA N POI1NT 1

600

5,360,000

CON','. YANKEE

190

18,900

GINNA
480
YANKEE
.PEACH BOTTOM

Percentage of

7?er-lss ible

3.6

31

189,000

a0.0001

0.8

0.65

5.6

0.65

0.2

38

0.075

0.003

0.035

.0001

Percentage of
Permissible
0.3

85

63

0.001
12

<

0.001

0.53

126

0.002

10

0.001

0.01

0.025

7.6

0.33

1

0.001

0.27

0.37

< 0.0001

1.7

0.1

(

0.063

1.6

4

0.062

(

0.0006

0.03

0.01

0.038

< 0. 0006,

480,000,

72

Curies
'emissible-!

0.101

K0.001

6,600

0.26

* 0.;045

360,000

4

Released,

NS AND P A7 TI C ULA T

0.12

<

<

0.001

0.5

TABLE II
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COI'TARiSON OF :EFFLUENTS 1967

-

'1969

GASES

LIQUIDS

Curies Released
1968

Facility

1969

Curies Released
1968

DRESDEN 1

9.5

6

4.3

SAN ONOFRE

8

1.5

0.32

260

3.2

3.1

490,000-

897,000

200,000

232,000

HUIBOLDT BAY
BIG ROCK

1.5
12

7.9

0.01.

SAXTON
I'NDIN POINT I

28

CONN. YANKEE

12

0.009
34.6
3.8

196.7

10
0.02
28
0.39

LA CROSSE

8.5

0.074

< 0.005

YAYKE-E

(R0,,';'E)

0.019

0.009

0..056

PEACH BOTTOM

<: 0.001

0.001

0.002

<

1959
800,000

1

240,000

1967
260,000

4

4.8

264,300

18.6

22

600

55.2

23

190

3.7

480

4.
72

< 1
0.66
108

<5
2.3
75

-
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FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE">

i/

licenses require that the release of radioactive linuids
Facility
20, "Standards
,'art
in plant effluents be in accordance with 10 C7:
of
radionuclides
mixtures
For
for Protection Against Radiation."
for detertwining,.
in the effluent, Part 20 provides two alternati'es
If the identity and conc( ntration
permis,.;ible concentration lim,its.
B,
Note 1, prescribes a. formula
Appendix
is
known,
of each nuclide
Note 3 prc,,cribes a method for
for calculating the Limiting value.

i- , one of a series of values if it cai be shown that certain
select
The values calculated
radionuclides are not present in the wixture.
or selccted by licensees may vary from year to year.
2/

One of the limits specifically

lx

used

10- 7 uCi/nil,

mentioned in

N'ote 3.c.

of Part 20 is

which is sufficiently restrictive that it

can be

for any mixture of fission and corrosion products in water from
any nuclear .power reactor without any identification of the radioiso
topic composition of the mixture. Typical isotopic comlpositions of
radioactivity in water from power reactors are. such that ].Units higher
by. two orders of magnitude or more are expected to be avaLlable to
thle licensee ifl he wisher to support them with adequ6ate radioisotojiic

The percent of limit.given in this column generally repre
sents upper bounds to the value that-would be applicable on the-basis
of a complete analysis of the composition.
analyses.

3/

The maximum permissible concentration of tritium in water is

.3
x

uCi/ml. "

4/

i.iere the tech.nical specifications express a~release limit in terms
of a constant factor times the 10.CFR Part. 20 concentration limits,
the MPC used is 3 x 10-8 uCi/cc. This MPC is based on typical noble
mixture releases, with less than two hours holdup. (For a holdup
longer than two hours the IMC-is larger.)

5/

Wlhere the technical specifications do not state an ,annual limit for
the iodines and particulates, values of 1 x 10-10 uCi/cc and 3 x i0a1
uCi/cc, respectively, were used. These MC's are based on the most
restrictive isotopes normally found--I-131 and Sr-90. The annual
limit Was reduced by a 'factor of 700 to account for reconcentration.

I

-

1.4

(Tr.. 497)
Quest ion

"Apparently the position taken by HE4 is said to be taken because
gaseous r le;ases during nomnal operations at Indian 1oint No. I have
than at other siiailar operating; P..s ..which could be
much higher
been
interpreted
to indicate that the gaseous waste hol.dup was. not used to
the fullest extent,-and so forth.
Could the staff get those figures or could the zApplicant? '.Jhat were.
ri nj.lar
the relIclasr; f rom Indian Point No. ' whIich were hiher than other
figurCs
the
were
1wiat
a1d
.."{s
P
I . S? "hat. are other similar
i
operatIng
for releases from them?"
Answer
A tabulat:ion of gaseous effluents from operat ing nuclear power plants
is included in Tables I, II and III.

-
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(Tr. 500)

.Question.
"ITnthe report thereis

indicated that certain changes or conditions
purging the containment or. removal of the
as
such
-will -be required
to the ventilation system.
filters
hydrogen, :adding
I would like to have an indication as to why these chan';es or additions
"ees into op(ratton, w,.hy it is
are not requlred before the plant
radditions come along a ycar or two or
pomw;,ih I to let noi; ch.n;er

thrce yea.s after the plant begins to operate.
Ai.at considerations led to the conclusion that these. could be delayed?".
Answer.
The ACRS, intheir letter of September 23, 1970, recommended that
equipment for controlled purging of the containment atmosphere should
be designed and provided during the first two years of operation at
is cons idered to be. a
puraing systera
2, therecowbiners
Point flame
power..
which will be available at',
theIndian.
redundant
backup toFor:
period is cons.idered_
In our judgment, the two.year
.initial opration.
operation for this period without . the bakup
Pltint
reasonable
1C
to
.
.l.
.
so. .
b e. re
.....
purging system is acceptable.
letter, the ACRS also recognized that the installation of. a.
Inits
charcoal ftlter systeu in the refueling bui.d1im; would be coniplctcrl
by the end of the first year of full power operation. The purpose of
this filter systemis 'to reduce the potential release of radioactivity
in the event of.damage to an irradiated fuel assembly during fuel
Since fuel handling of irradiated fuel. Will- take place
handlilg.
initial" operation, a period of 'one year
1.8 to 24 :months following
is a reasonabletime for installation 'of the system.

Enclosures
.hASU-rl.146
1.

'

2. .Tables;published

in '"Selected Materials on.

Environmental Effects Producing Electric Power".
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